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this is ask the theologian you might not                                        
have guessed it from the uh                                                     
music there but uh hey handsome jack be                                         
careful if some                                                                 
some girl comes along and offers you                                            
a million bucks stay away                                                       
be careful ask the theologian                                                   
it's my biblical worldview issue today                                          
you know as you begin to put your                                               
questions in we're happy to take them                                           
this morning and as                                                             
you do so we did                                                                
have the death of a supreme court                                               
justice just the other day                                                      
uh r g b r b v                                                                  
r k s t p uh                                                                    
ruth bader ginsburg i have                                                      
noticed a lot of uh chatter obviously                                           
you have too                                                                    
there's uh every time you turn on the                                           
news it's about chatter this and chatter                                        
that                                                                            
and one of the things however i've                                              
noticed is the divide                                                           
between preachers on those who                                                  
say thou must be nice                                                           
if you can't say anything good say                                              
nothing at all they get their theology                                          
from thumper                                                                    
and they are just                                                               
allergic to any kind of preacher                                                
or christian for that matter saying the                                         
truth                                                                           
about my caller there we go saying the                                          
truth about ruth bader ginsburg                                                 
and then others uh you know spit forth                                          
the truth and there it is                                                       
you know i think that uh here's a woman                                         
who                                                                             
uh served with devotion                                                         
but the things that she desired and                                             
anti-judeo-christian                                                            
values that i can't do anything                                                 
other than celebrate the fact that she's                                        
not there doing that anymore                                                    
and i look forward to i hope somebody                                           
will fill the seat that                                                         
will uh protect life i just i                                                   
i've gotten the older i get and the more                                        
grandkids i have                                                                
the more i have                                                                 
zero tolerance for somebody                                                     
who would believe there is any occasion                                         
whatsoever in which you can take saline                                         
and stick it in a baby's veins and                                              
call that good i think that is so                                               
devilish worse than marie leveaux                                               



watch out handsome jack that's my                                               
opening                                                                         
for today what's uh your biblical                                               
theological and worldview questions                                             
that's what we want to know                                                     
and uh you haven't do you know you don't                                        
have any here how about that uh we're                                           
uh i think this is the first time in a                                          
long time i didn't have a a                                                     
slew of questions uh sitting there uh                                           
waiting uh                                                                      
for me so uh hey time to get uh with it                                         
uh                                                                              
but uh let me uh just uh say a couple of                                        
things while your questions uh                                                  
come in and uh that is                                                          
that we have got uh this                                                        
weekend beginning on friday we have got                                         
the taos prophecy conference                                                    
analysis of the ages september 25                                               
26 and 27 and                                                                   
uh we are looking here at                                                       
uh our uh our speakers                                                          
uh roger feenstra and drew elrod if i                                           
can get it up there they are right there                                        
in person in beautiful taos new mexico                                          
or online anywhere in the world                                                 
if you're watching right here facebook                                          
youtube randy white ministries whatever                                         
it is                                                                           
you'll be able to watch the schedule is                                         
friday                                                                          
uh six to 9 p.m on the 25th look forward                                        
to you                                                                          
being there with us friday night uh                                             
saturday                                                                        
nine to noon you see the information                                            
there                                                                           
uh of the ages they will be discussing                                          
sunday 9                                                                        
45 to noon and                                                                  
look forward to seeing you the                                                  
information                                                                     
is at housefbc.org                                                              
prophecy and you'll be able to uh see                                           
that information along there                                                    
as well as if you wait long enough my                                           
computer seems to be a little slow there                                        
how about that                                                                  
there is a little place to give a                                               
donation to                                                                     
pay for the expenses of all that and we                                         
appreciate uh                                                                   
uh you and uh being uh ready uh                                                 
for that friday night again 6 p.m let's                                         
go                                                                              
to gary on youtube in first kings it                                            
says                                                                            
the only thing the ark of the covenant                                          
the only thing that was in the ark of                                           
the covenant was the tablets of the law                                         
does it say anywhere what happened to                                           



the pot of                                                                      
manna and aaron's rod when you read                                             
the uh the torah in the instruction of                                          
the ark of the covenant                                                         
there was the instruction to put the pot                                        
of manna                                                                        
and aaron's law when you read uh is it                                          
first kings or second kings                                                     
uh the the uh uh                                                                
the the description of the temple there                                         
and possibly there's some in both in                                            
second                                                                          
kings there's the discussion of what                                            
nebuchadnezzar took to babylon with him                                         
and that actually is at the point at                                            
which we lose the ark of the covenant                                           
altogether                                                                      
uh but what uh you've got is                                                    
a description of the ark of the covenant                                        
perhaps this is when it comes back into                                         
jerusalem in first kings                                                        
uh that gary is referring to that it                                            
does mention                                                                    
in the ark of the covenant is just the                                          
tablets of the law                                                              
it doesn't say anything about the pot of                                        
mana or aaron's rod                                                             
so what happened to them i suppose                                              
it goes with even the great mystery of                                          
what happened to the ark of the covenant                                        
itself because we do                                                            
lose it and                                                                     
it does appear that it had been                                                 
lost prior to                                                                   
the time of the discussion or the excuse                                        
me the time of the                                                              
destruction by nebuchadnezzar                                                   
that the ark is hidden there but even                                           
prior to that it looks like there's no                                          
more pot of mana                                                                
there is no more aaron's rod so what                                            
happened to those                                                               
you would think i suppose you could                                             
suppose i suppose you could suppose                                             
how's that i suppose you could suppose                                          
that both of these are things which                                             
would disintegrate in time and so they                                          
threw away the pot and the old stick                                            
they got rid of                                                                 
but that's hard to really imagine that                                          
this would take place                                                           
and there is the appearance that god was                                        
going to preserve these things so what                                          
happened to them did we lose them                                               
uh when they were off to the pharisees                                          
uh what uh the pharisees excuse me the                                          
philistines                                                                     
who took the ark of the covenant did                                            
they take some of it out the curse that                                         
uh came upon them was that part of it                                           
honestly i think that that we don't know                                        
the answer                                                                      



and it does become the mystery even                                             
along with                                                                      
what happened to the ark of the covenant                                        
i personally think                                                              
could be wrong i personally think                                               
that the ark of the covenant was                                                
hidden at the time of the destruction of                                        
the first                                                                       
temple and that                                                                 
with that hiding it's still hidden today                                        
do they know where it's hidden you would                                        
almost                                                                          
think that one generation would                                                 
think to tell the next generation here's                                        
where                                                                           
it is and that it goes on but                                                   
there's the chance that somewhere along                                         
the way there was only one or two people                                        
that knew it and maybe they died in the                                         
destruction of                                                                  
jerusalem and so the knowledge of the                                           
whereabouts                                                                     
has disappeared i don't know i think                                            
it's somewhere on earth                                                         
um i know that there are a few people                                           
who                                                                             
claim that it's in ethiopia                                                     
or wherever they might uh put it i have                                         
my doubts there                                                                 
but i think it's on earth i think it                                            
probably it will be discovered someday                                          
and it will be the greatest                                                     
archaeological discovery that ever has                                          
been                                                                            
will they open it you know most                                                 
archaeologists                                                                  
are more interested in the find than                                            
they are                                                                        
in say the sanctity of a matter so                                              
possibly they will even open it and just                                        
imagine the actual stones upon which                                            
god has written the ten commandments for                                        
those to be discovered                                                          
i wonder if that discovery                                                      
would not even be what it takes for the                                         
jewish people to come back to their                                             
judaism they wouldn't come to                                                   
christianity there they would come back                                         
to their judaism and begin to live that                                         
and begin to follow that                                                        
and then of course maybe the antichrist                                         
comes in through all that and brings all                                        
the                                                                             
uh world uh people together it would be                                         
interesting uh                                                                  
to uh see that and to bring that                                                
together                                                                        
and uh put uh part of that together                                             
um and uh                                                                       
to uh bring that surely i see your                                              
question i'm gonna ask a little bit                                             
um i'm gonna ask you to clarify is                                              



israel returning to the shackle                                                 
part of bible prophecy um                                                       
if you don't mind just give a little                                            
elaboration there and                                                           
uh i'll see if i can get that but i have                                        
another question                                                                
from charles a friend it was good to                                            
meet you in branson                                                             
up in muskogee creek indian territory i                                         
always seem to get that just off a                                              
little bit                                                                      
but uh glad you're here today yesterday                                         
someone tried to insert                                                         
repentance into the gospel isn't                                                
repentance a work                                                               
in the army when someone said about                                             
faith we turned around and marched in                                           
the opposite direction now                                                      
i think you've got a great point there                                          
that even if repentance is a change of                                          
mind                                                                            
uh that is a work                                                               
that goes about there it is me uh doing                                         
it                                                                              
um i think that you certainly could                                             
argue that                                                                      
now the truth is for me                                                         
to accept by grace through faith the                                            
gift of jesus christ                                                            
i have to accept it and you could argue                                         
that that is a work but                                                         
i think that arguing that placing my                                            
faith                                                                           
or even arguing that receiving a gift                                           
is not work i tell you if                                                       
if you just want to make me do the work                                         
of receiving gifts all day long                                                 
i can handle that work i could probably                                         
handle 15 20 hours of that                                                      
work of receiving gifts all day uh every                                        
day seven days a week i think i could do                                        
it                                                                              
so you know to argue that receiving or                                          
placing your faith                                                              
to receive the gift is works i think                                            
goes too far                                                                    
the question is what about changing my                                          
mind                                                                            
is that to the level of works                                                   
because changing our mind is is required                                        
even in accepting the gift of faith                                             
i think that uh we may there have to go                                         
with                                                                            
uh works is actually the uh the                                                 
physical labor not necessarily the                                              
spiritual labor or the mental labor                                             
that uh takes place it is those physical                                        
acts of the flesh and i think when you                                          
look at paul                                                                    
and he prohibits the works of the flesh                                         
you uh very much see that that                                                  
that is what he's talking about by faith                                        



uh by grace through faith not of works                                          
uh not of those works of the flesh he                                           
even says that a certain number of times                                        
so i think that that                                                            
that argument might spill over too much                                         
even into                                                                       
accepting by grace through faith and so                                         
i'm not sure that                                                               
i would completely go there though i'm                                          
very sympathetic with your idea there                                           
and again i would go back to say i think                                        
that repentance                                                                 
like in the army about face repentance                                          
really meant turn and go a different                                            
direction                                                                       
certainly it involved a change of mind                                          
in the etymology                                                                
but the heart of the meaning and the                                            
usage of the word                                                               
is quit doing these things in your flesh                                        
and start doing those things in your                                            
flesh i think that                                                              
when we argue metanoia as just a change                                         
of mind                                                                         
that this is not what we have uh                                                
you know even in john the baptist to                                            
repent                                                                          
for the kingdom of heaven is at hand did                                        
they have to change their mind to do                                            
that yeah they did but i i just                                                 
am not sure that it uh rose to that                                             
level                                                                           
thank you scott down in the hill country                                        
of                                                                              
texas beautiful country down there                                              
maybe scott because this is the first                                           
day of fall                                                                     
or autumn for those of you who live in                                          
the northeast                                                                   
maybe it'll start cooling off and be                                            
actually                                                                        
bearable in the hill country of texas                                           
here                                                                            
like today in our beautiful taos new                                            
mexico                                                                          
and we've got uh                                                                
what i mean i think you probably are                                            
wondering don't you                                                             
uh aren't you yeah so a beautiful sunny                                         
63 degrees right now like they dream of                                         
in the hill country of texas                                                    
the question today is why is the general                                        
opinion                                                                         
we could probably stop right there                                              
couldn't we why is the general opinion                                          
uh i'm going to get to your question in                                         
a moment                                                                        
but uh that just brings us                                                      
so much thought and i've had a number of                                        
discussions about this in the last                                              
couple of days                                                                  
general opinion even within the church                                          



is so far deficient                                                             
from biblical theology                                                          
that you would have to take the                                                 
individual                                                                      
i'm talking this every sunday church                                            
going maybe even                                                                
leadership kind of people within the                                            
church like maybe even the pastors and                                          
the seminary professors                                                         
those of the school of general opinion                                          
of christian theology                                                           
you would have to take them duct tape                                           
their                                                                           
mouth and tie their hands behind their                                          
back                                                                            
and force them to listen to 10                                                  
or 12 hours of theology before you could                                        
get them                                                                        
to the point that they could even begin                                         
to understand                                                                   
biblical theology rightly divided                                               
general opinion is a very very tough                                            
thing to go up against                                                          
and uh it's one it's the uh it's the                                            
reason we say question the assumptions                                          
on our mug because uh                                                           
so many of the things we teach right                                            
here are not the majority of opinion                                            
they go against the general opinion and                                         
uh general opinion you know uh was it uh                                        
what                                                                            
i don't think it was marx was it marx                                           
though that uh talk about uh you know                                           
the big                                                                         
the big lie and uh the certainly the                                            
marxist                                                                         
anyway that uh if you repeat something                                          
long enough                                                                     
it becomes true and by the way there's a                                        
there's a party called the democrats                                            
that have                                                                       
very much taken that philosophy that                                            
it you don't even have to                                                       
have any shred of reality                                                       
to it you can say donald trump has a                                            
disdain                                                                         
for science it doesn't matter if                                                
there's any scientific evidence there                                           
whatsoever it doesn't matter if                                                 
110 of the evidence                                                             
is different you just say it enough                                             
and there's enough early adopters who                                           
will swallow the kool-aid and say yes                                           
donald trump has a disdain for science                                          
and they will spread it and spread it                                           
and spread it and before long                                                   
the general opinion is donald trump has                                         
a disdain for science now i use that as                                         
an example you could pick any example                                           
and this is true in theology there's                                            
such a strong general opinion                                                   
that polly wants a cracker the parrot                                           



has repeated it for decades for                                                 
generations it is therefore the truth                                           
you could take some of my theologian                                            
friends actually who gets some things                                           
right on a lot of                                                               
a lot of occasions but you could take                                           
them i could name names i won't because                                         
i'm you know nicer than marie laveau                                            
uh but uh we literally                                                          
again would have to duct tape their                                             
mouth tie their                                                                 
hands behind their back and force them                                          
to about a three-day                                                            
seminar of 10 hours a day laying the                                            
basics                                                                          
of good dispensational right dividing                                           
theology                                                                        
before they could even begin to say i                                           
think i know what you understand                                                
so this is the frustration that so many                                         
of you deal with is that                                                        
you kept an open mind                                                           
and you then looked at the scripture you                                        
saw it it was plain as day you accepted                                         
you can't figure out why others don't                                           
accept it and it's because honestly                                             
again they swallowed the kool-aid sorry                                         
scott i got off the uh                                                          
the the question i got stuck with why is                                        
the general opinion                                                             
let me keep reading the question why is                                         
the general opinion that the rapture                                            
will leave                                                                      
a pile of clothes whenever a christian                                          
happens to be                                                                   
wherever a christian happens to be                                              
positioned instead of a dead body                                               
okay uh i think that                                                            
uh the let me start at the end of the                                           
question                                                                        
i do think that the body itself does                                            
get raptured uh the                                                             
we who are alive and remain let's see                                           
let's let's back up into uh that passage                                        
in fact let me just uh                                                          
go to uh uh first thessalonians                                                 
chapter four and uh                                                             
build uh build my case here uh                                                  
beginning in of course the 13th verse i                                         
would not have you to be ignorant                                               
brethren                                                                        
uh concerning them which are asleep dead                                        
if we believe jesus died and rose again                                         
that is the physical resurrection of                                            
jesus christ even so                                                            
them which are dead god will bring him                                          
with him now                                                                    
god will bring with him now here god                                            
will bring their                                                                
souls why because we know their body                                            
is in the ground so he's their souls are                                        
with him                                                                        



and uh they're asleep in the ground but                                         
their souls will come back with jesus                                           
for this we say to you by the word of                                           
the lord that we which are alive                                                
and remain can i add and remain in our                                          
bodies                                                                          
until the coming of the lord shall not                                          
prevent that's the old usage of that                                            
word which means proceed                                                        
shall not present prevent go before them                                        
which are asleep                                                                
the lord himself will descend from                                              
heaven with a shout he will have their                                          
souls with them in verse 14                                                     
with the voice of the archangel and the                                         
trump of god and                                                                
the dead in christ shall rise first that                                        
is their                                                                        
bodies shall rise just like the body of                                         
the lord jesus christ                                                           
which is the foundation again of this in                                        
verse 14                                                                        
we believe that jesus died and rose                                             
again so the dead                                                               
in christ their bodies will come out of                                         
the grave                                                                       
then we which are alive and remain in                                           
our bodies                                                                      
shall be caught up together with them                                           
that have                                                                       
come bodily out of the grave and                                                
their body and soul is                                                          
reunited and it feels so good and                                               
we will be caught up together with them                                         
in the clouds to meet the lord                                                  
in the air so we shall ever be with the                                         
lord i think that                                                               
bodily we are resurrected so there is                                           
not a                                                                           
dead body that is left behind now                                               
the presumption is there's a dead                                               
there's a naked body                                                            
going up in the skies and the clothes                                           
uh do not get raptured that that                                                
that is completely                                                              
a theological conclusion it's                                                   
not really a bad theological conclusion                                         
and the reason i would say it's not                                             
necessarily a bad theological conclusion                                        
is uh you                                                                       
uh you would have to say                                                        
our are                                                                         
are our physical objects other than the                                         
body going to be raptured                                                       
so for example if i have the gift that                                          
someone gave me of my                                                           
whataburger cup and i am                                                        
holding it when i'm raptured am i going                                         
to take the cup with me                                                         
well those in texas would say well                                              
absolutely                                                                      
uh but you know we                                                              



honestly when you think about it it's                                           
like now probably                                                               
the cup is going to stay so if the cup                                          
is going to stay what about the jacket                                          
and the shirt and the pants and all that                                        
kind of stuff                                                                   
well okay probably that is going to stay                                        
so                                                                              
this is why the scripture says present                                          
your body as a living sacrifice you                                             
better have it in good shape                                                    
you know when we see pictures of the                                            
rapture i just pulled some up right here                                        
uh when you see pictures of the rapture                                         
i don't know let's just random go to                                            
this one right here                                                             
uh that's uh                                                                    
okay it looks like he's being raptured                                          
out of the grave i'm kind of assuming                                           
because there's these body                                                      
these uh stones here i don't know why                                           
the stones are being raptured this is an                                        
interesting uh                                                                  
interesting picture he's uh                                                     
got uh got got his uh clothing on                                               
usually you see pictures like that one                                          
looks like an interesting one                                                   
i don't know how that has to do with the                                        
rapture i think it's afterwards but                                             
he seems to be chained down                                                     
but bible prophecy explained right there                                        
usually you see pictures like this                                              
oops that one trying to get that picture                                        
well okay i can't get that picture                                              
this one's unusual in which they are                                            
in their clothes uh not usually you see                                         
pictures                                                                        
going in i don't know kind of a white                                           
robe                                                                            
that one again is a little hard to uh uh                                        
to look at                                                                      
and to uh understand uh here's                                                  
uh let's see what we've got here                                                
ah they're closed there too i'm                                                 
surprised that you uh see somebody                                              
typically again what you see is uh                                              
something uh that one looks a little                                            
ghostly doesn't it                                                              
uh but you see something uh white the                                           
white robed brigade if you will                                                 
uh going up and that that ties together                                         
with                                                                            
actually uh the saints and the                                                  
revelation and a white robe uh                                                  
shall be given unto them but all of that                                        
together let me just say on this one                                            
that                                                                            
uh what we know                                                                 
of the rapture is again                                                         
uh what we have right here in first                                             
thessalonians chapter four                                                      
and all we know is that the dead in                                             



christ shall rise first and we which are                                        
alive                                                                           
and remain shall be caught up harpazzo                                          
is the greek word rapturo                                                       
the latin word raptured together                                                
with him in the clouds that really is                                           
the extent                                                                      
of what we know in fact                                                         
you notice that there's nothing on                                              
timing here i've got a little booklet                                           
which you can get at                                                            
dispensationalpublishing.com                                                    
why i'm a pre-tribulational                                                     
pre-millennialist and you should be too                                         
that's almost                                                                   
half the book it's a small book with a                                          
long title                                                                      
and you have to make                                                            
a theological conclusion as i said you                                          
have to make a theological conclusion                                           
about the timing you have to make a                                             
theological conclusion                                                          
about the clothing you have to make a                                           
theological conclusion about the speed                                          
of it                                                                           
even unless you take first corinthians                                          
15 which i don't and apply that to the                                          
rapture                                                                         
and many times it is applied to the                                             
rapture and that is in a moment in the                                          
twinkling of an eye                                                             
however in the artwork it's almost never                                        
tied to the rapture because it's always                                         
again the                                                                       
people uh floating up into                                                      
uh into the sky where was that one uh                                           
you know that's not a moment a twinkling                                        
of an eye there's a sort of a                                                   
hot air balloon slow drift uh going up                                          
and uh uh i don't i don't know if it's                                          
slower                                                                          
i used to think it was in a moment in                                           
the twinkling of an eye because of first                                        
corinthians 15                                                                  
but now i think that is the manner in                                           
which                                                                           
the nation of israel is changed and that                                        
doesn't really have to do with                                                  
the rapture and so i would uh take that                                         
differently thank you                                                           
uh for uh your uh good question                                                 
there sue our friend in                                                         
new jersey who missed the                                                       
the uh the the time in branson the labor                                        
day bible conference the first time in                                          
what                                                                            
had you been to all of them in branson i                                        
think so                                                                        
probably that was the first in five                                             
years that                                                                      
you had missed and we missed the jersey                                         
girls sitting there in their row                                                



all smiling and happy as they always are                                        
when will the book psalms graphically                                           
presented be                                                                    
available to order on dph                                                       
well as as those of you like sue who                                            
know that                                                                       
the copy that the participants get                                              
i don't have a copy right here with me                                          
uh                                                                              
but the copy that the participants get                                          
go get one                                                                      
uh the psalms graphically presented                                             
the live studio audience is not really                                          
paying attention didn't even know what                                          
book i was talking about can you believe                                        
that                                                                            
uh but that book is the rough draft if                                          
you will it's uh                                                                
pretty it's all published and whatnot                                           
but it's got a few mistakes in it so                                            
we have got the editing in now the                                              
editing is being done                                                           
and uh then those will turn around i'm                                          
gonna guess                                                                     
that um you know you might give us three                                        
or four more weeks before we have that                                          
you know the unedited version                                                   
uh then i can help you out                                                      
because we do have the unedited version                                         
this is                                                                         
volume one right here there's actually                                          
two volumes there will eventually be                                            
five volumes                                                                    
but we only did two volumes in uh in the                                        
retreat because the others uh                                                   
will be uh somewhat self-explanatory and                                        
uh                                                                              
uh here they are right there and uh we                                          
will have all these available in                                                
what is going to come out it's actually                                         
going to be volume one and two together                                         
uh and uh so you'll order one book with                                         
volume one and two                                                              
later on volumes three four and five                                            
will come out uh and you'll have that                                           
but there are some                                                              
uh little uh you know um annoying little                                        
errors                                                                          
that uh uh those of you who are uh                                              
grammar nazis and ocd would                                                     
rather wait so i'll leave it all up to                                          
you if somebody wants                                                           
one of these right away when are the                                            
in about a week                                                                 
uh his answer was today or tomorrow so                                          
i'm fudging him a little time because i                                         
know it's not going to happen today                                             
because i know his agenda for the                                               
afternoon                                                                       
but anyway those will go up soon                                                
and uh if you just want one right away                                          
uh send me an email they're not on the                                          



website randy randywhiteministries.org                                          
we have                                                                         
some of the copies uh available and i'll                                        
make you a good                                                                 
deal but soon the edited copies will go                                         
up on dispensational publishing house                                           
thanks for the opportunity                                                      
to speak about that uh let's go                                                 
uh with uh bishop                                                               
cote did i did i pronounce that right                                           
i'm not sure on youtube thanks for being                                        
uh with us uh                                                                   
here and uh the question covenant                                               
theology states that the church consists                                        
of all believers                                                                
from all time you're exactly right                                              
evangelical theology                                                            
says the church started at pentecost                                            
some say that the church didn't start                                           
until after                                                                     
paul was converted do you have any                                              
thoughts                                                                        
on this yes i do do we have a copy of                                           
the church graphically presented no                                             
no we don't my own book and i don't have                                        
a copy of it                                                                    
but we'll get some more of those out and                                        
ready in                                                                        
the book the church graphically                                                 
presented i do                                                                  
have a a chart and i'm just going to                                            
look because maybe i have it here on the                                        
computer                                                                        
uh i have a chart uh called                                                     
um the the the                                                                  
the church let's see uh the church the                                          
the various uh                                                                  
kinds of uh church that there are let's                                         
see                                                                             
there's a name for it uh i am going                                             
to pull up                                                                      
a powerpoint here and see if i can uh                                           
find that                                                                       
particular chart um                                                             
because when you take the word                                                  
ecclesia uh there we go uh                                                      
what kind of ecclesia is there                                                  
now this is i'll uh explain this in just                                        
a moment this                                                                   
this uh really gets into your question                                          
on                                                                              
when did the church begin and i i very                                          
much want to answer that question                                               
because i actually think                                                        
that that question the church that you                                          
and i                                                                           
are in the body of christ when did it                                           
begin                                                                           
is maybe outside                                                                
of the person and work of jesus christ                                          
the identity of god and the person work                                         
of jesus christ                                                                 



outside of that maybe it is the most                                            
fundamental issue in understanding                                              
christianity the bible rightly divided                                          
all those kind of things                                                        
and and and the general opinion on this                                         
i think is wrong                                                                
both with covenant theology and                                                 
evangelical theology                                                            
but to answer the question one of the                                           
things that we need to understand i'm                                           
going to just uh enlarge this here a                                            
little bit what kind of ecclesia there                                          
ekklesia is the word for assembly                                               
in the new testament it is most often                                           
but not always translated as                                                    
church now there is acts 7 38                                                   
the church in the wilderness                                                    
the church in the wilderness this                                               
particular church                                                               
started with moses                                                              
now you and i are not part of the church                                        
in the wilderness                                                               
every now and then and i uh know of one                                         
respected bible teacher up in uh i don't                                        
know duluth minnesota i think                                                   
uh who doesn't agree with my position                                           
and so he did                                                                   
two services on it and                                                          
he said yeah the church it started in                                           
acts chapter 2. you see                                                         
it says right there that they were added                                        
to the church daily                                                             
i want to say that is the dumbest kind                                          
of thinking because it says in acts 7 38                                        
the church started in the wilderness                                            
and he doesn't believe that because he                                          
rejects covenant theology                                                       
and yet he uses this threadbare                                                 
dumb kind of of uh                                                              
uh uh building of his argument simply                                           
because he has to defend his                                                    
argument which is wrong you could you                                           
would have to put duct tape and tie                                             
his hands behind his back for 14 days                                           
in order to get enough basic theology                                           
to get past this but there was a church                                         
in the wilderness the bible says there                                          
was a church in the wilderness it says                                          
it in acts 7 38                                                                 
the church in the wilderness is that the                                        
church you and i are part of no it's a                                          
completely different assembly                                                   
totally different assembly there was                                            
the ecclesia which jesus would build                                            
matthew 16 18.                                                                  
i will build my church and the gates of                                         
hell will not prevail against it                                                
now my view unlike many even                                                    
dispensationalists is that's not the                                            
church that we're in                                                            
the church that we're in was unforeseen                                         
it was a mystery it was uh hidden it was                                        



unsearchable and so you can't search it                                         
in matthew 16 18.                                                               
it's a little secret you should get in                                          
on                                                                              
but jesus is going to build an assembly                                         
he said it uh very clearly i think this                                         
is the ecclesia of the age of uh the                                            
church                                                                          
uh or the uh the uh is uh                                                       
built upon the faith of the completed                                           
work of jesus christ not the identity of                                        
jesus christ                                                                    
this is the church that assembles at the                                        
judgment seat                                                                   
and at jerusalem it's a theocracy                                               
it basically is the kingdom of god is my                                        
view of matthew 16 18.                                                          
then you have the ecclesia of peter                                             
peter's ecclesia began at pentecost and                                         
proclaimed repent and be baptized to                                            
prepare for the arrival                                                         
of the kingdom peter's church assembled                                         
at the temple and in synagogues and in                                          
house to house                                                                  
peter's church was apostolic peter's                                            
church was under                                                                
the leadership of peter who had the keys                                        
to the kingdom some people call this                                            
peter's little flock now certainly                                              
something started in acts chapter 2 that                                        
wasn't there in acts chapter 1                                                  
and that something was an ecclesia                                              
it was an assembly and they had their                                           
doctrine and they had their belief                                              
and it was different enough from                                                
judaism that those in judaism                                                   
called peter's group                                                            
the way or that way                                                             
this is a you know the sect of the                                              
nazarenes                                                                       
it was a church no doubt about it it's                                          
not the church that i'm in                                                      
i'm not under the apostle peter i'm not                                         
under an apostolic age it's not that                                            
church                                                                          
then there is the ecclesia of paul                                              
again you could read about this first                                           
timothy 1 15 and 16                                                             
second corinthians 11 28 where paul                                             
is the first member of the prototype of                                         
this ecclesia of free grace believers                                           
it assembles in local congregations it                                          
is                                                                              
independent completely from from                                                
each other uh from um uh                                                        
from denominational influence all those                                         
kind of things and its earthly leader is                                        
paul                                                                            
that's the one that i'm in i think                                              
that's the one that the body of christ                                          
is in                                                                           
most of the church mixes this ecclesia                                          



of peter and ecclesia of paul and even                                          
the ecclesia                                                                    
which jesus would build evangelicalism                                          
mixes                                                                           
all three of these as one                                                       
and this is why they get confused                                               
now i might also say covenant theology                                          
mixes all four of them and this is why                                          
they are even more confused                                                     
and they do it because they don't                                               
interpret the word church they just find                                        
the word                                                                        
church and take that oh the church                                              
that's the church that i'm in                                                   
there's the ecclesia of paul and then i                                         
might also add there's the ecclesia of                                          
beli                                                                            
of all believers at the rapture uh this                                         
is the one we talked about earlier that                                         
assembles                                                                       
in the air and uh it is                                                         
the the the body of christ of all time                                          
uh from paul the first                                                          
and all of us gathered together but                                             
we've never gathered together all                                               
together in one someday we will in the                                          
air                                                                             
and so there is uh that uh church that                                          
meets in the air if you will                                                    
so back to uh the                                                               
uh thinking here uh                                                             
of uh bishop uh cote i hope i pronounced                                        
that right                                                                      
uh pardon me forgive me if i didn't                                             
covenant theology states the church                                             
consists of believers of all time                                               
you're right that is what they state the                                        
westminster catechism                                                           
uh the covenant bible says that i think                                         
it's wrong                                                                      
evangelical theology says the church                                            
started at pentecost                                                            
that is almost the universal opinion in                                         
evangelical theology                                                            
they will not allow you to say anything                                         
otherwise if you want to be kicked out                                          
of the evangelical pastoral                                                     
guild just say                                                                  
the church started with paul                                                    
you will immediately be disinvited                                              
from every possibility of ever                                                  
speaking again of uh ever                                                       
you know being on a committee because                                           
that's so wonderful to be on a committee                                        
uh and all those other things i mean you                                        
are written off uh they will                                                    
if somebody moves to your town they'll                                          
say don't go to that church he's weird                                          
he's a cult member i think so that's                                            
where evangelical theology is                                                   
but you and i we're people who just read                                        
the bible                                                                       



when you read the bible you have to say                                         
something started with paul                                                     
that hadn't been before                                                         
clearly paul received a mystery                                                 
revelation                                                                      
and that was so fundamental it changed                                          
everything                                                                      
and therefore it started this                                                   
dispensation of grace                                                           
now what i would prefer uh on a question                                        
like this                                                                       
if you know if i were changing the                                              
question a little bit what i would                                              
prefer it says                                                                  
is when did the dispensation of the                                             
age of grace begin there i would say                                            
clearly it began with paul and that's                                           
the dispensation in which we lived                                              
and the reason i would like that is                                             
because there was a church in the                                               
wilderness there was the church which                                           
jesus built                                                                     
there's the church of peter there's the                                         
church of paul and that becomes                                                 
confusing to say when did the church                                            
start                                                                           
because honestly all those other things                                         
of peter the one that jesus is going to                                         
build even the church in the wilderness                                         
they're a part of our heritage they're a                                        
part of our roots                                                               
and you can't just take                                                         
say romans through philemon and have any                                        
kind                                                                            
of coherent theology you've got to have                                         
all that basis so it's almost like                                              
saying when did the united states of                                            
america begin                                                                   
well it began on july 4th 1776.                                                 
well you know actually they started                                             
writing the document a month earlier                                            
you know that was just the day they                                             
signed the document or actually that                                            
wasn't even that the day they announced                                         
the signatures of the document                                                  
so when did it begin or you say no                                              
actually it was september                                                       
we just uh celebrated it wasn't it                                              
september 16th i believe of                                                     
1789 that's when we had a constitution                                          
we didn't really have a nation                                                  
until we had a constitution to govern it                                        
right so that's when it began                                                   
no it really began with the pilgrims no                                         
it you know we really began with the                                            
spanish conquistadors who came right                                            
here through my neighborhood                                                    
when did it begin okay it's hard to                                             
pick a date so you you become                                                   
uh somewhat confused when did the                                               
dispensation of grace that was given                                            
unto me                                                                         



you were to quote paul when was that                                            
obviously it was with uh with paul thank                                        
you bishop uh good to see you here today                                        
let's go to a different bishop the one                                          
out                                                                             
in uh fresno california                                                         
and see what uh he has got to                                                   
say pastor rick with                                                            
your journey to a strengthened                                                  
dispensational position                                                         
over the years do you even mess with                                            
non-dispensational material at                                                  
all these days commentaries writers                                             
messages                                                                        
i i go to                                                                       
commentaries                                                                    
there are two occasions in which i go to                                        
commentaries                                                                    
but even before i go there let me just                                          
say                                                                             
i have never been much of a commentary                                          
user                                                                            
which is probably why i was able to grow                                        
in my theology                                                                  
because i i've been a student of the                                            
words of scripture word studies                                                 
uh and uh and cross references                                                  
that has always been my method of study                                         
word study cross references in other                                            
words let scripture interpret scripture                                         
and that kind of freed me up from the                                           
weight of commentaries                                                          
pun intended but uh                                                             
today i i go to commentaries for two                                            
reasons                                                                         
one often just because i'm a little bit                                         
devious i go to commentaries to get                                             
dumb quotes uh i go to commentaries                                             
to say look what they teach about this                                          
can you believe that                                                            
dr wigglejaw with all of his fame                                               
teaches this unbelievably                                                       
disconnected from scripture theology                                            
so i love them for illustrations of bad                                         
theology or of stinking thinking to use                                         
the words of zig ziglar                                                         
they're good for that now the second                                            
thing they're good for                                                          
uh and this you have to do with caution                                         
but uh                                                                          
if i am really stumped on a passage                                             
i've looked through the greek or the                                            
hebrew i've looked at all the                                                   
cross-references                                                                
i have you know looked at young's                                               
literal translation                                                             
everything else and i'm just kind of                                            
stuck on something                                                              
sometimes i will go to let's see there's                                        
a name for them                                                                 
um the critical commentaries that's the                                         
word critical commentaries                                                      



uh critical commentaries a good                                                 
critical commentary is hard to find but                                         
a good critical commentary                                                      
is just uh telling you critical                                                 
uh don't get caught up in that word                                             
because we use it a little differently                                          
than in this case a good critical                                               
commentary is                                                                   
going to give you linguistic helps                                              
and i'm not the greatest greek                                                  
linguistic or hebrew                                                            
linguistic certainly uh so sometimes i                                          
just need a little something and i'll                                           
get in there                                                                    
now for the average person if you                                               
haven't studied some greek                                                      
uh especially or hebrew                                                         
but since our doctrinal stuff comes from                                        
the new testament for the most part                                             
typically the language stuff that you                                           
need is in greek so if you haven't                                              
studied some greek it can                                                       
really fly over your head quickly as it                                         
begins to talk about all this you know                                          
you look at it you say that's greek to                                          
me                                                                              
sometimes however i will go to those                                            
because there are some                                                          
linguistic experts who can help me                                              
to figure something out if i'm again                                            
just uh uh stuck on something                                                   
and i can put all that uh together uh                                           
now there's a third uh                                                          
reason and i would say this uh                                                  
especially for                                                                  
a layman there are                                                              
a few commentaries out there                                                    
that generally get some things right                                            
we sell at dispensational publishing we                                         
sell the                                                                        
commentary by george williams a complete                                        
commentary of the uh                                                            
of the bible it's about that thick it                                           
it's not exhaustive at all because it's                                         
a complete commentary of the bible all                                          
in                                                                              
you know one little piece right there so                                        
uh we sell that because uh you know for                                         
a quick                                                                         
reference to uh some particular passage                                         
to                                                                              
take a look at that it can be helpful um                                        
um who's the guy on the radio                                                   
the old jay vernon mcgee a guy like jay                                         
vernon mcgee he gives a                                                         
a very devotional kind of commentary                                            
and yet he was a scholar in his own                                             
right                                                                           
uh and he can give some good direction                                          
on some things                                                                  
uh on a passage especially if you're                                            
looking in the gospels or something like                                        



that                                                                            
or in the book of revelation he can help                                        
with that                                                                       
and then from there uh                                                          
every now and then i'll find a good                                             
commentary on a book of the bible                                               
i think that bollinger's commentary on                                          
the book of revelation                                                          
is the best commentary on the book of                                           
revelation there is                                                             
out there and maybe the best commentary                                         
there is out there i don't know that's                                          
probably stretched a little bit                                                 
but it's just on the book of revelation                                         
so some of those we sell that one at                                            
dispensational publishing                                                       
some of those every now and then i'll                                           
jump across too and say                                                         
this is good stuff i i had a comment uh                                         
not long ago                                                                    
somebody on a social media page for                                             
pastors was asking about uh you know                                            
what's the best commentaries on the book                                        
of revelation and you know they were                                            
saying all the typical dumb things uh                                           
that were mostly amillennialists                                                
and i said                                                                      
you can't really claim to                                                       
to say you know what's written about                                            
revelation if you skip                                                          
bollinger's commentary on the revelation                                        
even if you're an amillennialist and you                                        
reject everything                                                               
you ought to at least know what they're                                         
saying so                                                                       
bollinger commentary on revelation                                              
is is is a phenomenal work honestly it's                                        
about that big                                                                  
and uh you know 35 or 40 bucks                                                  
in paperback uh or you can                                                      
find a free pdf on the internet                                                 
but you know as a book salesman i                                               
probably shouldn't tell you that                                                
it's in the public domain most of the                                           
good ones are in the public domain                                              
you know other writers                                                          
or listening to other messages it's                                             
totally a random that i do that                                                 
i don't have any that i follow on a                                             
regular basis                                                                   
honestly usually if i'm listening to                                            
someone else's message                                                          
i will say i just happen to run across                                          
it and the timing is good                                                       
and i'll turn it on while i'm doing                                             
something else and listen i listened to                                         
a message the other day i think his name                                        
was uh                                                                          
joel hayes in florida and he was talking                                        
about the death of paul                                                         
and i thought i don't know much about                                           
the death of paul i'll listen to it it                                          



was a very                                                                      
enlightening message i wrote him an                                             
email and asked him for his notes                                               
and uh some good stuff on there so                                              
you know uh every now and then i'll run                                         
across                                                                          
something like that that somebody                                               
recommends and i'll say hey                                                     
yeah i'd like to do that thank you i                                            
appreciate                                                                      
that and                                                                        
let's go back to fresno california with                                         
pastor rick once again                                                          
uh what do you do with king saul i don't                                        
do anything with king saul he's dead                                            
what am i supposed to do with him                                               
oh you want me to read the rest of the                                          
question                                                                        
his heart was changed the holy spirit                                           
came upon him                                                                   
the holy spirit was left him and was                                            
rejected by god                                                                 
was he saved or lost in the old                                                 
testament sense                                                                 
i think that this issue right here and i                                        
saw a conversation                                                              
again on social media and some preachers                                        
group this was a dispensational                                                 
preachers group                                                                 
and honestly i thought the answers were                                         
so far off and that i didn't have time                                          
to interact in social                                                           
media all day that i decided i'm i'm                                            
just going to skip it                                                           
and there were some respected                                                   
dispensational teachers that were                                               
commenting about this                                                           
and they were having this debate about                                          
was                                                                             
king saul saved and the reason they were                                        
is or the stated reason                                                         
is because the holy spirit did come upon                                        
saul                                                                            
now in our                                                                      
body of christ theology we say                                                  
that a person who is saved has the holy                                         
spirit                                                                          
or is sealed in the holy spirit and that                                        
when you are saved                                                              
you receive the holy spirit and                                                 
therefore                                                                       
if you have the holy spirit you are                                             
saved                                                                           
now even dispensationalists couldn't                                            
make                                                                            
the the disconnect here to say                                                  
i am saved and have the holy spirit                                             
or i have the holy spirit and thus i'm                                          
saved                                                                           
therefore they go back and say saul                                             
had the holy spirit and saul                                                    
lost the holy spirit and then they began                                        



to build a salvation                                                            
theology based upon king saul                                                   
and this is where you get even                                                  
armenianism                                                                     
or uh you know the ability to lose your                                         
salvation which typically is uh                                                 
couched in with armenianism as well and                                         
they say well saul must have been saved                                         
because he had the holy spirit                                                  
and then saul must have lost his                                                
salvation because he lost the holy                                              
spirit                                                                          
and what they need to do first of all is                                        
recognize                                                                       
that the that god the father god the son                                        
and god the holy spirit                                                         
deals with man differently in                                                   
different dispensations so                                                      
you what can you learn about the                                                
salvation of                                                                    
saul based upon pauline theology about                                          
the holy spirit                                                                 
you can learn absolutely nothing                                                
zilch nada squat we don't know                                                  
about the salvation of saul based upon                                          
the teaching of paul because paul is                                            
teaching                                                                        
again about the ecclesia of paul                                                
and saul was what maybe part of the                                             
church of the wilderness                                                        
uh in a stretch there he's a part of a                                          
different assembly                                                              
he was a part of the assembly of israel                                         
so what i wanted to say in that forum                                           
and again i just decided i didn't have                                          
time to go back and forth all day and                                           
deal with all of it and there's just not                                        
enough duct tape on social media                                                
to be able to accomplish this but what i                                        
wanted to say is                                                                
that you guys are on a wild goose chase                                         
with the question                                                               
the the question is you know is based                                           
upon his receiving of the holy spirit is                                        
saul saved                                                                      
and they needed to back up question the                                         
assumptions of the whole                                                        
discussion and say is there even                                                
salvation in the old testament now                                              
rick because he knows these things he                                           
says was he saved or lost in the old                                            
testament                                                                       
sense that is to say                                                            
that paul said                                                                  
i am the first the prototype the example                                        
in the sense that we are in today and so                                        
things are                                                                      
different here today so uh he certainly                                         
wasn't saved                                                                    
this would cause that discussion group                                          
to cough up a lung                                                              
he wasn't saved by grace through faith                                          



not of works lest any man should boast                                          
he didn't uh you know accept jesus                                              
christ as the savior                                                            
accept the gift of god by grace through                                         
faith none of that                                                              
uh he didn't die and go to heaven or die                                        
and go to hell for that matter he died                                          
and went                                                                        
she'll no doubt about it and probably                                           
i'm going to guess if i was in charge                                           
and i've asked god several times to put                                         
me in charge                                                                    
if i was in charge i would send him to                                          
and but                                                                         
nonetheless saul's judgment awaits the                                          
last day                                                                        
you know interestingly the jewish people                                        
uh                                                                              
teach about saul that                                                           
he was a lousy king he was a lousy jew                                          
but his last act he did the right thing                                         
i would have to get uh my friend boaz to                                        
come on and teach us about that maybe                                           
we'll have him sometime uh                                                      
unfortunately he's got a lot of time on                                         
his hands lately because uh                                                     
uh no tourists uh but he was really a                                           
good bible teacher on these kind of                                             
things                                                                          
and the jewish point of view is that in                                         
the                                                                             
end saul put country first it's about                                           
the last time he did but in the end he                                          
did it                                                                          
now from the jewish perspective                                                 
based upon the jewish law how will how                                          
will saul be judged                                                             
i don't really know i i'm not a enough                                          
of an expert on that                                                            
i know the jewish people think saul may                                         
actually                                                                        
receive a good judgment in that again                                           
that's hard for me imagine to imagine                                           
and you know god still hasn't put me in                                         
charge                                                                          
uh even though i've asked three times uh                                        
with faith just hasn't happened                                                 
by the way if you're new with the                                               
program i have lots of sarcasm and humor                                        
embedded in and it becomes offensive to                                         
many people                                                                     
uh who don't understand when the humor                                          
is now                                                                          
uh in the old testament sense salvation                                         
was with the people if you were                                                 
part of the camp of israel you were                                             
was he part of the camp of israel that                                          
will be raised up on the last day and                                           
jesus says i'll lose none of my                                                 
inheritance i will raise it up on that                                          
last day                                                                        
maybe so um                                                                     



but i don't know can i can i uh put that                                        
question                                                                        
in the queue and answer it later                                                
like um let's go                                                                
after the judgment meet me after the                                            
judgment and i'll give you a                                                    
firm answer do you think anyone                                                 
do you think there's anything prophetic                                         
scriptural to the fact that the roman                                           
catholics run the supreme court                                                 
uh perhaps influential in end times one                                         
world religion activity                                                         
i don't um i don't i don't take the view                                        
that romans 7                                                                   
excuse me revelation 17 is the roman                                            
catholic church                                                                 
that's the standard uh protestant                                               
view you you read martin luther john                                            
calvin and                                                                      
and all commentaries that                                                       
hold to them they take that view because                                        
they                                                                            
hated the roman catholics and it was                                            
good to make them the antichrist                                                
i wouldn't be surprised if the roman                                            
excuse me if the antichrist uses abuses                                         
and rapes the roman catholic church for                                         
his own purposes                                                                
i can see that because the                                                      
organization's already there you just as                                        
well do it and                                                                  
pope francis is                                                                 
i don't know if he's ever had a bible uh                                        
i think he he's certainly read marx more                                        
than he has read                                                                
the works of jesus as a guy is just                                             
unbelievably a bad pope uh                                                      
there have been some decent popes in                                            
terms of                                                                        
leadership of their organization i don't                                        
even know if i want to call it a church                                         
uh in terms of leadership of their                                              
organization and in terms of                                                    
their leadership role in the world and                                          
they have a huge leadership role in the                                         
world                                                                           
you know john paul ii he                                                        
was uh one of the uh uh the tram variant                                        
started to say trinity but i decided                                            
that wouldn't be best                                                           
the triumvirate that uh defeated uh                                             
communism                                                                       
reagan thatcher and uh john paul                                                
um and and even john paul's successor                                           
benedict uh was at least a conservative                                         
and a theologian                                                                
francis is just a marxist                                                       
uh sully is uh he has he has no                                                 
theological bone in his body                                                    
but anyway the antichrist could come in                                         
take the organization and use the                                               
organization and abuse the organization                                         



and use that for his that's that's one                                          
scenario                                                                        
another scenario is the roman catholic                                          
church just totally dies out i know it's                                        
hard for us to imagine because it's been                                        
in existence all these years                                                    
uh and the gates of hell shall not                                              
prevail against it uh                                                           
but i think there's a decent scenario                                           
that says catholicism                                                           
is bankrupt in more than one way                                                
and there's just not enough substance                                           
there and the more                                                              
society gets away from judeo-christian                                          
values                                                                          
the less influence the catholic church                                          
has                                                                             
and the the mystery babylon i don't                                             
think                                                                           
is the roman catholic church uh so i                                            
i wouldn't put it prophetically                                                 
scripturally now again                                                          
perchance the antichrist might come and                                         
use it but he might use the                                                     
united nations for that matter uh who                                           
knows                                                                           
and bring it together so i would i would                                        
put little credence in there                                                    
uh you know perhaps influential in the                                          
end times of one world                                                          
religious activity perhaps                                                      
circumstantially                                                                
that could happen in our day you could                                          
lay that scenario                                                               
and you could go almost any time over                                           
the last 1500 years and lay that                                                
scenario that you know if you're gonna                                          
use a worldwide organization you just as                                        
well start with that one because it's                                           
already there                                                                   
and the roman catholic church has laid                                          
the way for idol worship and that's what                                        
the antichrist is going to demand you                                           
know                                                                            
know bowing down to an idol and kissing                                         
an idol and all that kind of stuff                                              
that's roman catholicism                                                        
so they certainly have paved the path to                                        
make it easy                                                                    
for it uh and feel good and religious                                           
about yourself all the while                                                    
uh so and and stay away from the bible                                          
uh you know it would it it's right for                                          
the picking                                                                     
no doubt about it uh do i see any                                               
anything prophetic or scriptural about                                          
it no i don't                                                                   
i just see it happenstance or                                                   
circumstantial                                                                  
uh about uh that uh let's go                                                    
to a question from corey in taos new                                            
mexico i'm out of time aren't i i                                               



started to say i didn't have questions                                          
at the beginning and now i've got                                               
uh one two one i got let's see i got a                                          
question from manny                                                             
and a question from nancy maybe i'm not                                         
sure that question is for me but i'm                                            
going to look at those so                                                       
don't put any any more questions for                                            
today if you put any more after that                                            
i'll save them for tomorrow which i'll                                          
be happy to do but i want to get corey's                                        
and manny's                                                                     
question and nancy's uh question and bob                                        
thank you he says thanks for the idea of                                        
bullinger                                                                       
the revelation pdf found it and                                                 
downloaded and                                                                  
you know to tell you the truth i                                                
have paper copies                                                               
i use my pdf copy because i can carry                                           
the book                                                                        
or i can carry my laptop um                                                     
question from corey what advice would                                           
you give to future                                                              
young pastors what about future old                                             
pastors                                                                         
what advice would you give to future                                            
young pastors entering into ministry                                            
postcovid 19. uh                                                                
you know i have thought here lately                                             
really since the beginning of this                                              
and i put something on social media once                                        
and just got raked over the kohl's by                                           
a church growth lover                                                           
i said at the beginning this may be                                             
the death of the mega church                                                    
because gathering large                                                         
crowds of people might not be such an                                           
easy thing to do into the future                                                
unless of course it's a you know black                                          
lives matter or protest or something                                            
like that                                                                       
but getting them into a church                                                  
and might i say a little bit the cat's                                          
out of the bag                                                                  
that you can uh broadcast                                                       
even just to your local community and                                           
build some decent community online and                                          
they don't have to get out of their                                             
pajamas and put on their suit and come                                          
to church                                                                       
this is hard stuff to go against i                                              
again in all but a few of the best                                              
independent fundamentalist churches                                             
for reasons we won't go into but in all                                         
but a few of the best of those                                                  
i think most churches                                                           
are going to lose permanently                                                   
at least a third of their congregation i                                        
think                                                                           
there's almost always there's been a                                            
third of the congregation that didn't                                           



want to go anyway                                                               
but you know for social reasons or                                              
whatever they kind of were there                                                
now they got a good reason not not to go                                        
back                                                                            
and some of them were looking for a                                             
reason theologically even and they'll                                           
take this opportunity                                                           
so i wouldn't be surprised at all again                                         
if almost every church doesn't lose                                             
at least a third maybe a half of their                                          
congregation                                                                    
that will take years after                                                      
covet is forgotten to ever get back                                             
there                                                                           
plus we live in a society that has no                                           
judeo-christian values                                                          
so in the past you know you uh you you                                          
you put uh you know you put a sign out                                          
front you said come grow with us                                                
and they did because they were looking                                          
for that                                                                        
they're not looking for that anymore our                                        
society's not looking for that anymore                                          
so what do you do                                                               
i think if you're a young pastor or an                                          
old pastor post covid                                                           
you better focus on intellectual                                                
theological substance have something out                                        
there                                                                           
now then let me also say you cannot just                                        
be                                                                              
some guy who sits and studies and turns                                         
on the internet                                                                 
and teaches uh                                                                  
you're you're the there's there's                                               
uh there's plenty of us who do that                                             
uh and so you've got to somehow                                                 
develop an audience                                                             
i would say if i was a young pastor just                                        
starting out                                                                    
i would say i would work my                                                     
hiney off trying to meet people                                                 
i and this is what i did actually as a                                          
young pastor so it's almost pre-covered                                         
1994 i be i became a the pastor in 1992                                         
uh and i worked work work work work uh                                          
mary was a little                                                               
mary had a little lamb it would have                                            
been a sheep but it followed her to a                                           
baptist church and died of lack of sleep                                        
uh i put on every kind of program i                                             
thought of i called in                                                          
every kind of mentor and preacher and                                           
and uh                                                                          
you know speaker and conference and                                             
everything i could think of                                                     
i served as much pizza as i could all                                           
those kind of things                                                            
in 1994 what i started to say is i lived                                        
in a small town                                                                 
and my slogan i announced it the first                                          



sunday of january let the church know                                           
every door in 94 and it was not every                                           
door                                                                            
to the church members it was every door                                         
of the town                                                                     
my goal was to knock on the door of                                             
every person                                                                    
in town and i almost                                                            
died but i did it that was a small town                                         
1500                                                                            
people uh and i was uh able to                                                  
do that and it was town with                                                    
neighborhoods and all those kind of                                             
things and                                                                      
you know we grew from about a hundred                                           
people to about 250 people in a year                                            
in two and a half years uh i was the                                            
poster child                                                                    
for southern baptist farm town                                                  
uh pastoring they wanted me you know i                                          
was invited to every little                                                     
know nothing town to speak to                                                   
do a revival all these kind of things                                           
they didn't care about what i had to say                                        
because what i had to say was absolutely                                        
miserable because i was a recent                                                
graduate of southwestern baptist                                                
theological seminary                                                            
but they knew i could grow a church                                             
now it's different in today's world no                                          
doubt about it unless you live in a                                             
small farming town in the bible belt                                            
then go knock on doors                                                          
but uh we do we live in a different uh                                          
different uh world today no doubt about                                         
it                                                                              
uh in that different world today i would                                        
just find a different way to knock on                                           
doors                                                                           
and i don't mean electronically so much                                         
i really would i would say to a young                                           
pastor                                                                          
look people in the eye and say                                                  
hi my name's randy i'm the preacher                                             
i've learned to use the word preacher                                           
pastor is                                                                       
kind of creepy i don't know what the                                            
pastor is                                                                       
but they know what a preacher is even in                                        
taos new mexico they know what a                                                
preacher is                                                                     
i'm the preacher at the baptist church                                          
or you know                                                                     
fill in you the blank whatever it is and                                        
to meet people                                                                  
i would uh i would say a young pastor                                           
ought to have some business cards                                               
and hand those out everywhere he goes uh                                        
and at the gas station hey you live here                                        
yeah i live here i'm the preacher uh                                            
down here at this church or we have                                             
you know a home bible study whatever i                                          



would give those out by the gajillions                                          
i would know everybody in town i would                                          
meet every police officer and buy their                                         
lunch                                                                           
i would uh meet the garbage man i would                                         
know the postman                                                                
right here in our own church the postman                                        
knows the code                                                                  
to the church and knows that                                                    
gatorade is in the bottom shelf of the                                          
refrigerator                                                                    
but just for him                                                                
why it's an outrage you you need a guy                                          
so i think still today it this is almost                                        
true anywhere                                                                   
you gotta know people you gotta                                                 
can i even say uh we used to say in the                                         
in the past you gotta press the flesh                                           
what that mean shake their hand                                                 
you got to be part of them and that                                             
along with some theological substance                                           
i think you could go anywhere i you know                                        
i'm not going to try it                                                         
because i'm old but i think you could                                           
drop me                                                                         
in any town in america                                                          
and within a month                                                              
i could have a home bible study going of                                        
six or eight people                                                             
uh and i don't know if i'd ever get it                                          
beyond 20 or 25 people                                                          
and honestly for me that's probably                                             
because                                                                         
mentally socially i can't                                                       
i i can't do that anymore i'm not                                               
uh so interested in you know hundreds                                           
and hundreds and hundreds of uh people                                          
uh but a person could use the same                                              
principles and keep going                                                       
uh so all that uh is down to uh                                                 
uh post covid you better be relational                                          
i think that's where people are really                                          
gonna hurt long for                                                             
is man i'm lonely uh                                                            
and uh you could build a church off that                                        
i would prefer                                                                  
that that's the that's the love just                                            
flowing out from a person anyway and and                                        
the church is really                                                            
built theologically uh by the way if you                                        
based upon theology                                                             
and and do it from people who don't know                                        
theology                                                                        
you know when you when you're going out                                         
meeting people and they say oh yes i'm a                                        
retired pastor                                                                  
say god bless you for your service                                              
hey i'm the preacher at the baptist                                             
church                                                                          
invite somebody else uh you get a lot of                                        
theologians in your church                                                      
man what a what a what a mess you've got                                        



nancy in pueblo west colorado will my                                           
artificial hip                                                                  
be raptured with me this nancy                                                  
if i was close by i would send you an                                           
african violet                                                                  
because that's the first time i've ever                                         
i don't think so i think you are going                                          
to have                                                                         
a new hip all together                                                          
i think our raptured bodies are not                                             
going to have                                                                   
any of the stuff that we have added                                             
now that if you're over say 30 years old                                        
probably everybody has something                                                
inserted                                                                        
usually it starts with the teeth and                                            
so you know you got you got fillings                                            
i don't think fillings are going uh                                             
you've got                                                                      
um i don't know knees i've got                                                  
a member of our church getting a new                                            
knee today um                                                                   
and uh ought to be a song about that i                                          
got a new knee living with me                                                   
in heaven oh yes a knee uh we're all                                            
gonna get new knees and new hips and new                                        
eyes and new ears maybe even new hair                                           
and or maybe everyone's going to not                                            
have to mess with hair                                                          
in the new age maybe you'll all be like                                         
me                                                                              
i don't know um but                                                             
i think we will have our resurrected                                            
bodies and                                                                      
therefore nothing                                                               
uh nothing artificial that                                                      
will be with us now the last question of                                        
the day                                                                         
on this uh extended day but we're not                                           
charging you extra for                                                          
uh going along today uh                                                         
but uh we've got uh the last question of                                        
the day from manny in san antonio                                               
ephesians chapter 113.                                                          
doesn't apply to the saints but what                                            
about paul                                                                      
let's go to ephesians 1 13 in whom ye                                           
also after that ye heard the word of the                                        
truth the gospel                                                                
of your salvation in whom also that ye                                          
have believed                                                                   
ye were sealed with that holy spirit of                                         
promise now let me clarify actually a                                           
little bit i actually think verse 113                                           
does know you're right you said doesn't                                         
apply to the saints so                                                          
exactly verse 13 does not apply                                                 
our we in our in the previous verses and                                        
some                                                                            
mixed in later uh is for the saints i                                           
view the saints                                                                 
as those who are set apart the chosen                                           



generation the holy nation the jewish                                           
people                                                                          
uh now with that uh                                                             
let me give a little bit of                                                     
clarification so                                                                
yes i do think verse chapter 1 verse 13                                         
does apply to paul so paul also                                                 
heard the word of truth for him it was                                          
by revelation the gospel of paul's                                              
salvation                                                                       
and paul believed and he was actually                                           
the first person to believe in the                                              
prototype or the example                                                        
for those who would come after and paul                                         
was sealed in that holy spirit of                                               
promise                                                                         
now i also think that let's use the                                             
example of barnabas                                                             
after paul's experience paul turns to                                           
the saint                                                                       
barnabas and he shares with him let me                                          
tell you this mystery revelation that                                           
has happened                                                                    
and barnabas then became one of the 13                                          
verse 13. barnabas also trusted so now                                          
paul's trusted and barnabas trusted and                                         
both paul                                                                       
and barnabas are both                                                           
saints and in the body of christ                                                
i am in the body of christ but not a                                            
saint                                                                           
that means paul and barnabas have                                               
and and other jews of that day other                                            
saints of that day they have a                                                  
unique standing in that they are going                                          
to receive                                                                      
the inheritance of the saints and                                               
they are joint heirs with christ in the                                         
body of christ and so they have this                                            
dual blessing if you will                                                       
now in a sense that may also be true                                            
today though i don't think we have                                              
saints today                                                                    
but we do have uh jewish people today                                           
and if a jew accepts jesus christ they                                          
do not                                                                          
forfeit the blessings that they have                                            
in christ and those blessings really are                                        
these blessings from chapter                                                    
3 through 12 that their nation                                                  
is uh is given all this even this                                               
dispensation of the fullness of times                                           
that's not the dispensation in which we                                         
live that's the dispensation in which                                           
israel receives all of her promises and                                         
everything is fulfilled the dispensation                                        
of the                                                                          
fullness of times and so they have a a                                          
double blessing in that that you and i                                          
don't have that's for the children of                                           
israel i hope that uh helps on that i'm                                         
i                                                                               



applaud you for uh uh wrestling through                                         
uh this particular matter and                                                   
uh bringing uh that uh in i                                                     
uh uh have one uh maybe one more uh                                             
question that                                                                   
i'm saving for tomorrow about thomas and                                        
uh the resurrection that uh we will                                             
take care of there and i appreciate                                             
uh each one of you uh that uh                                                   
has been with us joel of bible doctrines                                        
to live by in grand rapids michigan has                                         
a good word                                                                     
i've always maintained that an untrained                                        
10 year old can have a better                                                   
understanding of most scripture                                                 
than the theologian who often thinks too                                        
much i'm going to put a heart                                                   
right by that because getting through                                           
to a theologian it's like                                                       
but every now and then you got baptist                                          
preachers like me who somehow slipped                                           
through the cracks                                                              
and set aside all that theological                                              
training that                                                                   
we had received i had a doctor's degree                                         
before i figured out the bible                                                  
and it didn't come from the degrees i                                           
can tell you that                                                               
fortunately i was a bad listener through                                        
all my education and i let it go in one                                         
ear                                                                             
out the other i was just interested in                                          
the piece of paper to hang on the wall                                          
so that i could be a rich and famous                                            
pastor of a large                                                               
church thanks for being with us                                                 
today uh we are glad that uh                                                    
you are here with us so we'll close with                                        
a little elevator music how's that                                              
instead of                                                                      
marie lovo although                                                             
that's a fun song little marie laveau                                           
the most                                                                        
famous of the voodoo queens that ever                                           
existed is marie laveau                                                         
down in louisiana                                                               
there's a lot of weird ungodly tales                                            
about marie                                                                     
she's supposed to have a lot of magic                                           
potion spells and curses                                                        
down in louisiana where the black trees                                         
grow lives a voodoo lady                                                        
got a black cat's tooth and a mojo bone                                         
and anyone who wouldn't leave her alone                                         
she'd go and another man's gone                                                 
marie laveau but we're gonna close with                                         
elevator music thanks for being with us                                         
here                                                                            
we'll be back tomorrow uh ask the                                               
theologian and the gospel of john we'll                                         
be back thursday ask the theologian and                                         
the book of ezekiel                                                             



we'll be back friday ask the theologian                                         
and                                                                             
our taos prophecy conference friday                                             
r g taosfbc.org prophecy check it out                                           
thanks for being with us                                                        
on an extended version you'll get a bill                                        
in the mail                                                                     
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


